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What is

?

NASA Innovative
Advanced Concepts
A program to support
early studies of
innovative, yet credible,
visionary concepts
that could one day
“change the possible”
in aerospace.
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NIAC Program Personnel
• Program Executive: Jay Falker *
• Senior Science Advisor: Ron Turner
• Outreach Coordinator: Kathy Reilly
• Senior Technology Analyst: Jason Derleth * 
• Financial Analyst: Peter Tschen * 
• Program Analyst: Patrick Connell 
• NIAC External Council Chair: Bob Cassanova
* NASA civil servant
J.Falker / NASA
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NIAC 2011 Phase I Selections
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A Comprehensive Portfolio
Technology Areas Addressed
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• 14 of 15 Technology Areas
- Most represented: Propulsion
- Not represented: Ground Systems
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• All 13 Grand Challenges
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2012 Schedule
• Phase I NRA release – early January, 2012
– Starting earlier for a two-step proposal process
• Step A will be 2-page white paper, due early Feb 2012
• Eligible and promising proposals will be invited for Step B,
the full 8-page proposal

• NIAC Spring Conference – March 27-29, 2012
– Public showcase for your Phase I progress
– Venue to be announced soon

• Phase II NRA release – early April, 2012
– Proposals eligible if based on current Phase I studies, or
prior NIAC studies that have not completed Phase II
•

Reminder: email status reports due by the 15th bimonthly
(Nov, Jan, Mar, …)

J.Falker / NASA
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NIAC In The News
Media Coverage In Over 150 Articles Since Awards Announcement (08/08/11)

SPACE POLICY ONLINE

Iowa State University
College of Engineering
J.Falker / NASA
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Publicity
• Please be sure to credit NASA and NIAC in all articles
or products associated with your NIAC studies
– Include the logos if possible (downloadable from our website)

• Please notify Kathy Reilly of any publicity activities
– Just to be aware (never to interfere)
– We can help point others to your work

• You may be contacted by someone offering an article or
short radio spot about your NIAC study
– Leonard David (journalist for Space.com, Space News, AIAA
Aerospace America) and now under contract to OCT at NASA
HQ, increasing awareness about STP projects
– Tim Allen, Communications Director for the Innovation Now
radio program, is interested in featuring NIAC studies
– These opportunities are purely optional
J.Falker / NASA
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Outreach / Openness
• We encourage communication and sharing
– Between Fellows and with NASA, public, press, and other orgs
– SpaceTechConnect may help – a collaborative web-based
community for STP researchers (coming soon)

• Your Spring presentation and Final Report will be public
– Posted in pdf format on the NIAC website
– Sensitive information can be protected (e.g., separate appendix)

J.Falker / NASA
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Meeting Overview
Day One: November 16, 2011
• 9:00 Welcome/Introduction
• 9:15 NIAC Overview
• 9:45 NIAC Philosophy
• 10:00 Q&A
• 10:30 Break
• 10:45 Keynote Address
• 11:30 Lunch
• 1:00 NIAC Fellows Award I
• 1:30 Poster Session I
• 3:00 NIAC Fellows Award II
• 3:30 Poster Session II
• 5:00 Day One Wrap-up
• 5:15 Adjourn
J.Falker / NASA

Day Two: November 17, 2011
• 9:00 Keynote Address
• 9:30 NIAC Fellows Award III
• 10:00 Poster Session III
• 11:30 Final Comments / Q&A
• 12:00 Adjourn

NIAC
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NIAC Fellows
Group 1
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The Potential for Ambient Plasma Wave Propulsion

James Gilland
Ohio Aerospace Ins4tute
Truly robust and aﬀordable space exploraVon will require
that we use all the available resources we can ﬁnd in space.
Many planets, and the Sun, possess an ambient
environment of magneVc ﬁelds and plasmas. Plasmas with
magneVc ﬁelds can support a variety of waves, which
transmit energy and or pressure, like light or sound waves.
Many of these waves are at radio frequencies (kHz to MHz),
and can be generated using the appropriate antenna.
This concept simply uses an on‐board power supply and
antenna on a vehicle that operates in the exisVng plasma.
The spacecra` beams plasma waves in one direcVon with
the antenna, to generate momentum that could propel the
vehicle in the other direcVon, without using any propellant
on the space ship. Such a system could maneuver in the
plasma environment for as long as its power supply lasts,
without refueling. One parVcular wave to consider is the
Alfven wave, which propagates in magneVzed plasmas and
has been observed occurring naturally in space.
J.Falker / NASA
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Atmospheric Breathing Electric Thruster for Planetary
Exploration
Kurt Hohman
Busek Co. Inc.
This study will invesVgate the development of an
atmosphere‐breathing electric propulsion solar‐
powered vehicle to explore planets such as Mars.
The vehicle would use atmospheric gas for
propellant, eliminaVng the need to launch and carry
the propellant from earth. The propulsion thruster
would be electric where the gas is ionized in a plasma
and accelerated by electromagneVc ﬁelds. The
combinaVon of high eﬃciency and high speciﬁc
impulse of the electric propulsion thruster and free
propellant in‐situ will result in an exciVng and
enabling technology.
This could enable NASA to perform missions of
extended lifeVme and capabiliVes beyond those
available by typical chemical rockets. Phase I will
formulate feasibility of the concept through
modeling, calculaVons and preliminary laboratory
experiments and push validity into Phase II research.
J.Falker / NASA
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Economical Radioisotope Power

Steven Howe
Universi4es Space Research Associa4on
Almost all roboVc space exploraVon missions, and all
Apollo missions to the moon, have used
Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators (RTGs) to
provide electrical power. These RTGs rely on the
conversion of the heat produced by the radioacVve
decay of Pu‐238 to electricity. Unfortunately, the
supply of Pu‐238 is about to run out.
This study will invesVgate an economical producVon
method for Pu‐238 that could allow NASA or a
private venture to produce several kilograms per year
without the need for large government investment.
We will evaluate the producVon rate in a commercial
nuclear reactor, opVmize the transit Vmes of the
target material in the reactor, experimentally validate
this producVon process and assess its eﬃciency, and
esVmate costs for producVon faciliVes and handling
the waste stream form the process.
J.Falker / NASA
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SPS-ALPHA: The First Practical Solar Power Satellite via
Arbitrarily Large PHased Array
John Mankins
Artemis Innova4on Management Solu4ons
SPS‐ALPHA (Solar Power Satellite via Arbitrarily Large
Phased Array) is a novel, bio‐mimeVc approach to the
challenge of space solar power. It is a fundamentally
new approach to enable the ﬁrst technically feasible,
economically viable, and programmaVcally executable
solar power satellite.
If successful, this project will make possible the
construcVon of huge plaforms from tens of
thousands of small elements that can deliver remotely
and aﬀordably 10s to 1000s of megawags using
wireless power transmission to markets on Earth and
missions in space.
The project enlists the support of a world‐class
internaVonal team to determine the conceptual
feasibility of the SPS‐ALPHA by means of integrated
systems analyses, supported by selected "proof‐of‐
concept" technology experiments.
J.Falker / NASA
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Non-Radioisotope Power Systems For Sunless Solar
System Exploration Missions
Michael Paul
Pennsylvania State University
Several targets of interest in solar system exploraVon
require non‐solar power sources, due to permanent
shading extreme distance from the sun. These
missions are typically considered with radioisotope
power sources, but the scarcity of such fuel may
reduce the missions that NASA can execute.
This study explores mission architectures to the
Moon's southern Aitken Basin, the surface of Saturn’s
moon, Titan, and the surface of Venus that do not rely
on Plutonium for power, but instead are powered by a
metal‐combusVon engine.
Advanced metal combusVon systems could generate
power through turbines and Sterling engines with
signiﬁcantly higher energy density than chemical
bageries. Using this to power spacecra` in sunless
regions could be a breakthrough for exploraVon
through Discovery and New FronVers missions,
without relying on radioisotope power systems.
J.Falker / NASA
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Metallic Hydrogen: A Game Changing Rocket Propellant

Isaac Silvera
Harvard University
Atomic metallic hydrogen, if metastable at ambient
pressure and temperature could be used as the most
powerful chemical rocket fuel, as the atoms
recombine to form molecular hydrogen.
This light‐weight high‐energy density material would
revoluVonize rocketry, allowing single‐stage rockets to
enter orbit and chemically fueled rockets to explore
our solar system. To transform solid molecular
hydrogen to metallic hydrogen requires extreme high
pressures, but has not yet been accomplished in the
laboratory.
The proposed new approach injects electrons into
solid hydrogen to lower the criVcal pressure for
transformaVon. If successful the metastability
properVes of hydrogen will be studied. This approach
may scale down the pressures needed to produce this
potenVally revoluVonary rocket propellant.
J.Falker / NASA
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Nuclear Propulsion Through Direct Conversion
of Fusion Energy
John Slough
MSNW LLC
The future of manned space exploraVon and
development of space depends criVcally on the
creaVon of a vastly more eﬃcient propulsion
architecture for in‐space transportaVon. Nuclear‐
powered rockets can provide the large energy density
gain required.
A small scale, low cost path to fusion‐based
propulsion is to be invesVgated. It is accomplished by
employing the propellant to compress and heat a
magneVzed plasma to fusion condiVons, and thereby
channel the fusion energy released into heaVng only
the propellant. Passage of the hot propellant through
a magneVc nozzle rapidly converts this thermal energy
into both directed (propulsive) energy and electrical
energy.

J.Falker / NASA
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Steering of Solar Sails Using Optical Lift Force

Grover Swartzlander
Rochester Ins4tute of Technology
Although light is massless, it carries momentum. That
momentum can be imparted to refracVng, reﬂecVng,
and absorbing objects in the form of “radiaVon
pressure”. Over Vme, the small but constant supply of
radiaVon pressure may outweigh the large but brief
force aﬀorded by convenVonal propellants.
The study team found that transparent refracVve
objects may segle into a posiVon where they feel a
force that is perpendicular to the incoming light
direcVon, akin to the li` experienced by an airplane
wing. This study will explore the potenVal for “opVcal
li`” to enhance space missions employing solar sails.
Space‐related applicaVons of a fully maneuverable
solar cra` are numerous. In the distant future, one
can imagine interplanetary missions and visits to
exoplanets beneﬁong from the advantages of the
opVcal li` force.
J.Falker / NASA
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Aneutronic Fusion Spacecraft Architecture

Alfonso Tardi4
University of Houston at Clear Lake
This is a novel, fusion‐powered, space propulsion
architecture that could change drasVcally the potenVal
for human and roboVc space exploraVon. The proposed
design is based on neutron‐free nuclear fusion as the
primary energy source. An innovaVve beam condiVoning/
nozzle concept enables useful propulsive thrust directly
from the fusion products, while some fracVon of the
energy is extracted via direct conversion into electricity
for use in the reactor and spacecra` systems.
This study focuses on providing the framework required
to make fusion propulsion an appealing proposiVon for
long‐range space travel (by integraVng the power
generaVon and propulsion systems) rather than on the
development of a speciﬁc fusion reactor concept.
However, the scope of this study is not constrained by the
immediate availability of fusion energy since it also
analyzes “hybrid” schemes with a solar or ﬁssion primary
energy source along with a sub‐criVcal fusion reactor
used as a plasma space propulsion system.
J.Falker / NASA
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Proposal for a Concept Assessment of a Fission
Fragment Rocket Engine (FFRE) Propelled Spacecraft

Robert Werka
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
A new technology, the Fission Fragment
Rocket Engine (FFRE), requires small amounts
of readily available, energy dense, long lasVng
fuel, signiﬁcant thrust at speciﬁc impulse of a
million seconds, and increases safety by
charging the reactor a`er arrival in LEO. If this
study shows the FFRE potenVal, the return
could be immense through savings in travel
Vme, payload fracVon, launch vehicle support
and safety for deep space exploraVon.
Nuclear ﬁssion emits charged ﬁssion
fragments that travel at more than 4% of light
speed. These normally quickly collide with
other atoms in the core. But an FFRE with a
magneVcally contained dusty plasma core
could employ electrical collimaVon of the
charged fragments into an exhaust beam.

J.Falker / NASA
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Enabling All-Access Mobility for Planetary Exploration
Vehicles via Transformative Reconfiguration
ScoN Ferguson
North Carolina State University
Similar to the concept seen in recent ‘Transformers’
movies, this work explores how reconﬁgurability can
enable mobility across diverse, uncertain terrains.
Beyond sensing and controls challenges, there has
been ligle work done exploring the applicaVon of
transformaVve reconﬁguraVons that deviate from
tradiVonal wheeled‐rover design. InvesVgaVon of real‐
Vme repeatable, reversible changes in physical
conﬁguraVon will yield soluVons capable of signiﬁcant
changes to system form.
Outcomes from this work will include idenVfying
technologies that facilitate reconﬁgurability, assessing
their strengths and limitaVons, and developing proof‐
of‐concept prototypes.

J.Falker / NASA
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Space Debris Elimination (SpaDE)

Daniel Gregory
Raytheon BBN Technologies
The amount of debris in low Earth orbit (LEO) has
increased rapidly over the last twenty years. This
may render many orbits unusable. Current
strategies emphasize debris miVgaVon, as there is
no pracVcal method for debris removal.
The Space Debris EliminaVon (SpaDE) system could
remove debris from orbit by ﬁring focused pulses
of atmospheric gases into the path of targeted
debris. These pulses will increase drag suﬃciently
to cause the deorbit rate to exceed the debris
generaVon rate. The pulses themselves will fall
back into the atmosphere, leaving no residual trace
in orbit to interfere with LEO satellites. In contrast
to other proposed methods, SpaDE is failsafe, in
that it places no solid material in orbit where a
malfuncVon could create new debris.

J.Falker / NASA
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Spacecraft/Rover Hybrids for the Exploration of Small
Solar System Bodies
Marco Pavone
NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory
The objecVve of this eﬀort is to develop a mission
architecture that allows the systemaVc and aﬀordable
in situ exploraVon of small Solar System bodies (such
as asteroids, comets, and MarVan moons).
The proposed architecture stems from a paradigm‐
shi`ing approach whereby small bodies' low gravity is
directly exploited in the design process, rather than
being faced as a constraint. At a general level, a
mother spacecra` deploys on the surface of a small
body one or more mobility plaforms, each sealed in
one enclosure and with minimal internal actuaVon
(criVcally enabled by the micro‐gravity environment).
Each mobility plaform can perform either 1) long
excursions (by hopping), or 2) short traverses to
speciﬁc locaVons (through a sequence of controlled
"tumbles"), or 3) high‐alVtude, aotude‐controlled
ballisVc ﬂight (akin to spacecra` ﬂight).
J.Falker / NASA
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Low Power Microrobotics Utilizing Biologically Inspired
Energy Generation
Gregory ScoN
Naval Research Laboratory
The Naval Research Lab is developing a 1 kilogram
microrover that uVlizes a novel power system concept
– bacteria! Certain microbes can be harvested to
eﬀecVvely change chemical sugars into electricity
through a fuel cell, which can provide a higher power
density than a tradiVonal lithium‐ion bagery. This
process will be used to slowly build up a storage of
electricity, which will provide a burst of energy to the
vehicle’s novel hopping or rolling mobility system.
This study will invesVgate the usability of a microbial
fuel cell to power a small microrover, design low‐
power electronics for eﬀecVve power management of
this system, and develop an eﬃcient low‐power non‐
tradiVonal locomoVon system to propel the light‐
weight vehicle forward. Small microrovers with this
power system could one day support long‐duraVon
research studies on planetary surfaces without the
need for large solar panels or complex power systems.
J.Falker / NASA
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Printable Spacecraft

Kendra Short
NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Imagine ediVng a design ﬁle on your laptop, uploading
it to a specialty printer and collecVng your spacecra`
in the output tray later in the day. Flexible printed
electronics have revoluVonized consumer products
such as cellular phones and PDAs, allowing greater
funcVonality with decreasing size and weight.
Perhaps the same can be done for NASA spacecra`.
This study will explore the concept of designing and
fabricaVng a spacecra` based enVrely on ﬂexible
substrate printed electronics. The study will consider
mission requirements, manufacturing compaVbility
and advanced technology from both industry and
academia.

J.Falker / NASA
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In-Space Propulsion Engine Architecture based on
Sublimation of Planetary Resources: from exploration
robots to NEO mitigation
Laurent Sibille
NASA Kennedy Space Center
This study will invesVgate the ability to access local
resources on planetary bodies and transform them into
forms of power that will expand the capabiliVes of future
roboVc and human missions.
The surface materials found on asteroids, comets and
terrestrial moons and planets consist mainly of minerals
composed of metal oxides, but they also contain ices of
substances such as water and carbon dioxide which can
be vaporized into gases at moderate temperatures due to
low atmospheric pressure condiVons.
This study will verify assumpVons about the properVes of
solid volaVle ices, demonstrate producing gaseous
material to provide useful mechanical power, and
invesVgate new engineering concepts for using the
gasiﬁcaVon of ice and mineral rocks found inside
asteroids and comets in order to divert their path away
from a potenVal collision course with Earth.
J.Falker / NASA
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Interplanetary CubeSats: Opening the Solar System to a
Broad Community at Lower Cost
Robert Staehle
NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Today, the high cost of Solar System exploraVon
missions limits our pace of important discoveries.
Interplanetary CubeSats oﬀer an opportunity to
conduct focused science invesVgaVons around the
inner Solar System at a cost ten Vmes lower typical
current missions.
This study will focus development of six technologies
in unison so as to enable dramaVcally lower‐cost
exploraVon of the Solar System and our Earth’s more
distant environs. Using the pressure of sunlight, a
gravitaVonally deﬁned Interplanetary Superhighway,
advanced electronics and instrumentaVon, and laser
communicaVons, may extend the turn‐of‐the‐
millennium CubeSat standard for nanosatellites to
distances far beyond Earth’s magneVc cocoon.

J.Falker / NASA
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Laser-Based Optical Trap for Remote Sampling of
Interplanetary and Atmospheric Particulate Matter
Paul Stysley
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Phase 1 of this study intends to leverage
advances in laser opVcal trapping technology in
order to study the feasibility of a system that
could remotely capture a quanVty of parVculates
over a period of Vme.
These parVculates would be delivered to
instruments on a spacecra` or lander for
conVnual analysis. Therefore, instead of
recording data from one pass of an orbiter or
being at the mercy of a solid sample inlet,
scienVsts could choose their targets over a wider
range, bringing signiﬁcantly more value to
planetary missions.

J.Falker / NASA
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Technologies Enabling Exploration of Skylights, Lava
Tubes and Caves
William WhiNaker
Astrobo4c Technology Inc.
Missions to date have orbited and roved, but sub‐
planetary worlds elude exploraVon. This invesVgaVon
proposes to develop technology for venturing
underground and conceiving mission architectures for
roboVc expediVons that explore skylights, lava tubes
and caves.
The invesVgaVon will idenVfy eﬀecVve designs for
mobile robot architecture to explore sub‐planetary
features. By creaVng and implemenVng roboVc
technology to explore skylights, lava tubes, caves and
canyons, this invesVgaVon will pioneer sub‐planetary
exploraVon.

J.Falker / NASA
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Optimal Dispersion of Near-Earth Objects

Bong Wie
Iowa State University
The potenVal for catastrophic impact from a near‐
Earth object (NEO) is very real. Various concepts for
miVgaVng this have been proposed. Unfortunately,
many were impracVcal and not technically credible.
This advanced concept for nuclear subsurface
explosion missions blends a hypervelocity kineVc‐
energy impactor with nuclear subsurface explosion. It
exploits a two‐body space vehicle consisVng of a fore
body (leader) and an a` body (follower). The fore
body provides proper kineVc impact crater condiVons
for an a` body carrying nuclear explosives to make a
deeper penetraVon into an asteroid body. Such a
complex architecture requires non‐tradiVonal,
mulVdisciplinary research eﬀorts in several areas.
This study will develop an innovaVve, advanced space
system architecture that provides the planetary
defense capabiliVes needed to enable a future real
space mission more eﬃcient, aﬀordable, and reliable.
J.Falker / NASA
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Variable Vector Countermeasure Suit
(V2Suit) for Space Habita6on and Explora6on
Kevin Duda
The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory
The Variable Vector Countermeasure Suit (V2Suit) is a
specialized spacesuit designed to keep astronauts
healthy during long‐duraVon space exploraVon
missions and help stabilize them while they work in
microgravity.
The iniVal V2Suit prototype will integrate gyroscopes
and accelerometers to track the posiVon and
orientaVon of body segments and use ﬂywheels to
provide a “viscous resistance” during movements to
replicate the sensaVon of gravity during movements in
0‐G.
It will iniVally ﬁll a void in the spaceﬂight health and
performance countermeasures program,
by enabling a training curriculum and
countermeasures for sensorimotor adaptaVon. It also
has potenVal health beneﬁts in gait or movement
stabilizaVon for elderly or rehabilitaVng individuals.
J.Falker / NASA
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Regolith Derived Heat Shield for a Planetary Body Entry
and Descent System with In-Situ Fabrication
Michael Hogue
NASA Kennedy Space Center
High‐mass planetary surface access is one of NASA’s
Grand Challenges involving entry, descent and
landing (EDL). During the entry and descent phase,
fricVonal interacVon with the planetary atmosphere
causes a heat build‐up to occur on the spacecra`
which will rapidly destroy it if a heat shield is not
used. However, the heat shield incurs a mass penalty
because it must be launched from Earth with the
spacecra`, thus consuming a lot of precious
propellant.
This project proposes to fabricate entry heat shields
from the regolith of moons and asteroids. This in situ
(on site) heat shield fabricaVon can save tons of mass
(and millions of dollars in cost) that has to be
transported from Earth. In addiVon, not constraining
the heat shield to ﬁt within a launch shroud could
enable a completely new approach to EDL.

J.Falker / NASA
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Contour Crafting Simulation Plan for Lunar Settlement
Infrastructure Build-Up
Behrokh Khoshnevis
University of Southern California
This concept uses a unique architecture
weaving an automated building technology
called Contour Cra`ing (CC), with designs for
assisVng rapid buildup of an iniVal
operaVonal capability lunar base.
We will develop a detailed plan for a high‐
ﬁdelity simulaVon to evaluate the merits,
limitaVons, and feasibility of adapVng and
using the CC technology for extraterrestrial
applicaVon.
This unique approach intends to increase
astronaut safety, improve buildup
performance, ameliorate lunar dust
interference and concerns, and agempts to
reduce Vme‐to‐commission, all in an
economic manner.

J.Falker / NASA
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Entanglement-assisted Communication System for
NASA's Deep-Space Missions: Feasibility Test and
Conceptual Design
Paul Kwiat
University of Illinois at Urbana‐Champaign
When transferring informaVon through the vast
distances of space, it is diﬃcult to get many photons
from a transmiger on Earth to a distant satellite or
vice versa. Therefore, one wants to be able to store
and transmit as many bits of informaVon as possible
on each photon. That is the goal of this project.
To achieve this the team will be looking at what
beneﬁts can be obtained by using pairs of photons
that are “entangled” with each other. Entanglement is
the quintessenVal quantum mechanical phenomenon
that describes the bizarre correlaVons that can exist
between two quantum systems that have interacted
with each other at some point in the past. This may
enable faithful transmission of more informaVon per
photon than convenVonal means.
The goal is to demonstrate that, and invesVgate the
performance and limits.
J.Falker / NASA
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High-Temperature Superconductors as Electromagnetic
Deployment and Support Structures in Spacecraft
David Miller
MassachuseNs Ins4tute of Technology
Making spacecra` lighter can greatly reduce launch
costs, leading to more aﬀordable missions and thus
more opportuniVes for on‐orbit research. This study
examines a new, lighter kind of spacecra` structural
support system: electromagneVc forces, generated by
current through high‐temperature superconductors
(HTSs), move and unfold parts of the structure from
its stowed posiVon within the launch vehicle.
This would allow for the replacement of heavier
components, like physical actuators and beams, with
coils that repel and agract each other, or start in a
folded posiVon and expand due to their own magneVc
ﬁeld when current is run through them.
This study will design several diﬀerent HTS structural
systems that perform the same funcVons as physical
systems, then conduct tradespace analyses to idenVfy
applicaVons for which HTS designs maybe preferable
and thus warrant further study.
J.Falker / NASA
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Ultra-Light “Photonic Muscle” Space Structures

Joe RiNer
University of Hawaii
How to build a space telescope for 1% of the cost:
FabricaVon of large space opVcs that are accurately
shaped to beger than a 1000th of the width of a
human hair is an enormous challenge. TradiVonal
space telescope fabricaVon methods require rigid and
therefore heavy mirrors, expensive spacecra` and
massive rocket launch vehicles.
The breakthrough technology of “photonic muscle”
allows every molecule of a polymer substrate to also
serve as a laser powered nano‐actuator. These
molecules are used to control the shape of a super
thin inexpensive large curved mirror, reducing cost
and mass by a factor of 100.
Dr. Riger’s concept telescope OCCAM mirror will be
less dense than a feather!

J.Falker / NASA
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Ghost Imaging of Space Objects

Dmitry Strekalov
NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Ghost imaging is an opVcal imaging technique that uVlizes the
correlaVons between opVcal ﬁelds in two channels. One of the
channels contains the object, but lacks any spaVal resoluVon.
In the other, empty, channel, a space‐resolving opVcal
detecVon is allowed. The image is reconstructed by correlaVng
the signals from two channels.
In the original implementaVon, the channels had to be coupled
to quantum‐correlated (entangled) opVcal ﬁelds. Later it was
shown that this approach could also work with ordinary
thermal light (e.g., star light), which also possesses correlaVon
properVes. However the ghost imaging geometry remains
poorly compaVble with the imaging of astronomical objects.
The proposed implementaVon potenVally enables the ghost‐
imaging of distant objects using natural light. The key is sub‐
mode detecVon, which occurs naturally when the object is
smaller than the transverse coherence length. This study will
invesVgate the requirements arising for this type of ghost
imaging, and theoreVcally validate the novel approach.
J.Falker / NASA
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Radiation Shielding Materials Containing Hydrogen,
Boron, and Nitrogen: Systematic Computational and
Experimental Study
Sheila Thibeault
NASA Langley Research Center
The objecVves and expected signiﬁcance of the proposed
research are to develop a space radiaVon shielding material
system that has high eﬃcacy for shielding radiaVon and that
also has high strength for load bearing primary structures.
Such a material system does not yet exist.
The study team has recently synthesized long, highly
crystalline boron nitride nanotubes (BNNT) using a novel
pressure/vapor condensaVon method. BNNT have
extraordinary strength and high temperature stability, and are
made up enVrely of low Z (atomic number) atoms ‐ boron and
nitrogen. The BNNT can theoreVcally be processed into
structural BNNT and used for load bearing structure. The BNNT
are nanotubes; their molecular structure is agracVve for
hydrogenaVon
A comprehensive literature search ‐ as well as independent
thinking ‐ will be performed to determine what is the best
processing approach for hydrogenaVng the BNNT.
J.Falker / NASA
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Meeting the Grand Challenge of Protecting Astronaut's
Health: Electrostatic Active Space Radiation Shielding for
Deep Space Missions
Ram Tripathi
NASA Langley Research Center
This study seeks to test and validate radiaVon
shielding from an electrostaVc gossamer
structure. This approach tries to repel enough
posiVve charge ions so they miss the spacecra`
without agracVng thermal electrons.
IniVal results are very promising: electrostaVc
shielding appears to be totally eﬀecVve for solar
parVcle events (SPE), provide dramaVc
protecVon against galacVc cosmic rays (GCR),
and may be over 70% more eﬀecVve than the
best current state‐of‐the‐art (hydrogen rich)
material shielding.
The study will provide guidelines for energy
requirements, dose reducVon and deﬂecVon
eﬃciencies, and eﬀecVve enhancements of dual
electrostaVc‐passive (material) shielding
technologies, and 'engineering‐feasible'
architectures.
J.Falker / NASA
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Radiation Protection and Architecture Utilizing High
Temperature Superconducting Magnets
Shayne Westover
NASA Johnson Space Center
Human space exploraVon exposes astronauts to
parVcularly hazardous environments unique from
Earth‐based hazards. A substanVal risk for exploraVon
beyond the conﬁnes of the Earth’s geomagneVc ﬁeld
is radiaVon exposure from energeVc solar protons and
GalacVc Cosmic RadiaVon.
The concept of shielding astronauts with magneVc/
electric ﬁelds has been studied for over 40 years and
has remained an intractable engineering problem.
SuperconducVng magnet technology has made great
strides in the last decade. Coupling maturing
technology with potenVal innovaVve magnet
conﬁguraVons, this proposal aims to revisit the
concept of acVve magneVc shielding. The focus of the
proposed work is to analyze new coil conﬁguraVons
with current technology and compare shielding
performance and design mass with alternate passive
shielding methods.
J.Falker / NASA
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